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The Board of
o f Trustees
$ 9 5 million,
approves the $95
three-stage plan. First on
the list: a new library.
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Meet the senators
A
A Student Senate led by
.sophomore Benji Swinburnson emerged from a
close, exciting election.
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Odd jobs
W h at would Covenant
What
professors be doing if they
weren’t giving lectures and
weren't
grading papers? Their
answers may surpnse
surprise you.
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Bad show,
good shows
Weezer fails to live up to
billing at its Athens show,
alf Handed Cloud
Cloud
Half
but H
A nn Early give
and Marcia Ann
strong performances on
campus.
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Transcendent truth
A
A trip to the Ligonier
Conference brings a lesson
about
o f God.
u t the holiness of
abo_
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C om m entary
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The lure of
o f the
silver screen
Ling-Mei Petcher offers
another perspective on
Christians and the movies.
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Like a Brock
Covenant faculty and staff
pay tribute to school
president Frank Brock, a
“determination,
man ooff "determination,
vision.”
connections and vision."
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Committee begins search for
new college president
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Editor in Chief
Covenant College president Dr. Frank Brock has
announced that he will step down from his position in June
2002, ending a 15-year term that has seen the college double
its student body and campus size, enlarge its endowment by
more than $12 million, and rise in national academic stature.
A presidential search committee has been formed to select
Brocks
w ill hopefully make a selection before
Brock's successor, and will
he retires.
“I’ve come to the conclusion that it's
it’s time for new energy,
''I've
College,” Brock
new vision and new leadership at Covenant College,"
said on Friday, March 23, in a special chapel presentation.
His statement echoed the sentiments he offered earlier .
when announcing his decision to the board, faculty and staff
“After working with the board for
on Thursday, March 22. "Afte~
several years, Dottie [his wife] and I have decided the time is
right for me to step down,"
down,” Brock explained that night. "The
“The
it's
myy opinion, is at a strong point. We sense that it’s
college, in m
reins."
just time for somebody else to pick up the reins.”
“W
hen I first came, I wanted to stay long enough to make
"When
difference,” Brock continued. "[Later,]
“[Later,] I wanted to leave
difference,"
before," he added,
before everybody wished I'd
I’d left five years before,”
cracking a smile.
“I’m
'Tm looking at this not as a retirement, but as a career
change,” he concluded. "My
“M y sole goal [is] that we have a
change,"
forward."
smooth transition, that we continue to move forward.”
Brock’s retirement doesn't
doesn’t mean the end of his involveinvolve
Brock's
ment with the school.. The Board of Trustees immediately
announced that Brock will become the next president of the
Covenant College Foundation, an independent organization

Please see "Brock"
“Brock” on Page 2

m
Covenant president Frank Brock has announced that will retire in
department.}
June 2002. (Photo courtesy ooff Covenant publications departm
ent.)

School may add RUF chapte
chapterr next fall
B y SARAH
S a r a h HOPSON
H o pso n
BY

News staff writer
Plans are in progress to establish a chapter
of the Reformed University
U niversity Fellowship at
Covenant by next fall, despite vocal objections
from some members of the faculty and Board of
Trustees.
proposal to start a Covenant RUF
The propo~al
month’s
chapter was debated throughout last month's
board meetings and is still being discussed by
the faculty. If the RUF chapter is approved,

Graham, and wonder what distinct role RUF
minister
mm1ster Jed Johnston would be called to -Graham,
Covenant at the April meeting of the Tennessee would serve on campus. And many faculty and
Valley Presbytery. The chapter would begin board members are concerned that the process
of bringing RUF to Covenant has been rushed;
operating on campus next fall.
including they say more is needed before making a final
Supporters of the proposal, including
school president Dr. Frank Brock and dean of decision.
In the March 23 general meeting of the
students Dr. Scott Raymond, say the RUF
proposboard,
Brock stated his support for the propos
chapter would fill a student need for ministry
"There is a pastoral need for our students
and help inspire students to become more al. “There
met,"
isn’t being m
et,” he said.
involved in local churches. But others worry that isn't
with
chapters presence would conflict with
that the chapter's
Please see “RUF
chapter" on Page 2
''RUF chapter”
the role of school chaplain
chaplain Dr. Donovan
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from Page 1
“Brock”from
"Brock"
fundraising, "at
“at the appropriate time."
time.”
focused on college fundrais:ng,
Brock’s
Members of the Covenant community expressed sadness at Brock's
announcement,
t, and voiced respect for the man whose combination of
announcemen
business acumen, respect for academics and love of Christ guided the
school through times of tremendous growth during the past two decades.
time,"
“Frank
e,” said Board
"Frank Brock has been a special servant at a special tim
‘had to come
of Trustees chairman Bob Avis. His decision to step down "had
it.”
sometime. Today is the time that we have to face it."
“I did gather that President Brock would be retiring eventually,"
eventually,” said
"I
associate physics professor Dr. Phillip Broussard. "But
“But as with most peopeo
there,' and one is surprised when
ple, those events are always viewed as 'out
‘out there,’
‘right here'
here’...
... certainly I will remember [Brock] as a man who was
they are 'right
always gracious and yet had a passion for sharing the gospel."
gospel.”
Information and computer science professor Dr. Robert Bryan said
Brock’s announcemen
announcementt left him with "grief,
“grief, a sense of loss,"
loss,” and remarked
Brock's
that Brock brought "a
“a sense of balance and Christian perspective to the
school.”
school."
Brock's leadership has
English professor Dr. Paul Hesselink said Brock’s
helped Covenant make great strides. "He
“He has brought financial stability
and growth to the college, he has enabled us to construct a number of
buildings, he has strengthened the faculty and the academic program, and
withhe has striven to increase the prestige of the college and its visibility with
PCA,” Hesselink said. "Certainly
“Certainly he has also increased our ties to the
in the PCA,"
community.”
Lookout Mountain and Chattanooga community."
“I have always felt as a faculty member that he would listen to any concon
"I
cerns I had and consider them carefully,"
carefully,” said associate Biblical studies propro
“I also have felt that he was a very selfless leader.
fessor Dr. Dan MacDougall. "I
By that I mean I never felt he made decisions based on what was best for him,
but on what he felt was best for others, the college and the kingdom of God."
God.”
Brock's timing in his departure, and the way he has worked
Avis said Brock’s
with the board to prepare for transition, are signs of such selflessness.
Brock is leaving with Covenant's
Covenant’s student body at an all-time high of
school’s student retention rate has climbed into the .
1,158 people, and the school's
complettop five of all southern liberal arts colleges. The college recently complet
ed a $40 million fundraising campaign, and even with the recent stock
market slide the school has an endowment of $13.5 million. And Avis
“our academic reputation is at an all-time high,"
high,” with Covenant
noted that "our
constantly ranked by U. S. News and World Report in the upper echelon
of southeastern liberal arts schools.
Brock has been working extensively with trustees in recent months to
presidencraft a transition plan for the school. Crucial to this plan is the presiden
“will build on the momentum currently
tial search committee, which "will
college,” Avis said.
· enjoyed by the college,"
The 13-member committee will be chaired by Avis and will be assistassist
ed by trustee George Robertson. Six other board members will sit on the
committee: Jack Armstrong, Joel Belz, Render Caines, Bob den Dulk, Jim
Jolly and Rob Rayburn. The eight trustees will be joined by board advisor
Carol Arnold, as well as English professor Dr. Nick Barker and education
professor Dr. Jack Fennema. Newly elected student body president Benji
Swinburnson, currently a sophomore, will also serve on the committee.
There was some clamor the night of Brock's
Brock’s annoucement when the
commit
board failed to place a member of the school staff on the search commitrepresen
tee, but the trustees voted in closed session Friday to add a staff representative as the committee's
committee’s thirteenth member.
The committee will be advised in its efforts by the search firm Dingman
and Associates. Company head Bruce Dingman will be on campus April 18
and 19 to discuss the search with students, faculty and staff.
The committee will begin advertising for a new president no later than
September, and will close the pool of applicants in November. The board
hopes to make an offer to its candidate of choice by next February, Avis said.
Frank Acree Brock, who graduated from the University of North
Master’s degree from Harvard, was the executive
Carolina and received his Master's
vice president for Brock Candy Company before coming to Covenant as a
management consultant. He became interim president of the school in 1986
after then-president Martin Essenburg announced his resignation. He was
elected Covenant College's
College’s fourth president in 1987, and was installed into
“We’re all in this together!"
together!” he told the crowd at his
office in March 1988. "We're
installation ceremony.
On March 23, Brock's
Brock’s mood was more subdued as he announced the
end of his presidency. He called the decision "a
“a very emotional experience.
difficult...
I’ve dreaded this night; I'm
I’m glad I got
... I've
The whole process has been difficult
it.”
through it."
announcementt Friday, he was honored with a
After Brock made his announcemen
minute-long standing ovation. He encouraged the school to continue to
wait upon God.
seek excellence and .wait
“One person docs
does not a college make,"
make,” he said. "All
“All of
o f you make up
"One
college.”
the college."

Snow,,
Snow
then sun

Spring break was extended an extra
day alter
after a cold front dumped
more than four inches of snow on
Lookout Mountain on Tuesday,
March 20 (above), cancelling all
classes. But by the afternoon of
Friday, March 24, it was warm
enough for an impromptu picnic
on the chapel lawn (left). (Photos by
Aaron Mesh.)

“RUF chapter”from
chapter".from Page 1
"RUF
Brock's
Trustee George Robertson echoed Brock’s
endorsement: “This
"This is a great opportunity that we
miss," he said.
can’t afford to miss,”
can't
Raymond said that a relationship with RUF
would be beneficial to the students. He argued that
successa new model can be developed and will be success
ful at Covenant.
According to Raymond, a RUF minister would
serve four purposes at Covenant. The RUF minister
would work to turn students to the churches, he
said. He emphasized that the minister would not
take place of
local pastors or the chaplain. Raymond
oflocal
said that while surveys show that currently 90 to 93
stupercent of students attend church weekly, the stu
dent body's
body’s relationship with local churches could
be stronger. “One
"One of the major goals of having RUF
on campus is to develop relationship between stustu
churches,'' he said.
dents and local churches,”
Secondly, a RUF minister could facilitate
internships for Covenant students with other RUF
chapters. He would also help train students to be
involved members of their Christian community,
through efforts such as teaching them to lead Bible
camstudies. Finally, he would pull other people on cam
pus to help serve students. Raymond said that this
aspect could have specific ramifications for the
women on campus.
But during the student life and enrollment
meeting on March 22, trustee David Roundtree
expressed a variety of concerns about the proposed
relationship between the two agencies of the PCA.
Roundtree said that he was basically concerned
about what purpose having a RUF chapter at
"The purpose of RUF is to
Covenant would serve. “The
expos
reach and equip students for Christ through expository teaching and small groups,”
groups," he said, noting
Covenant's chapel
that such goals are the same as Covenant’s
program. The presence of a RUF chapter seeking to
do the same things as the chapel program could
result in competition between the two, he said. In
addition, Roundtree said, the purpose of RUF is to
reach non-PCA students, and he wondered what
RUF perceives its potential ministry at Covenant to
be.
havRoundtree also worried that one result of hav
off school
ing RUF on campus would be the loss o
Page 2
Pagel

chaplain Donovan Graham’s
Graham's pastoral impact on the
Covenant's faculty has
student body. Traditionally, Covenant’s
been considered ministers to the · students. This is
nonone reason why the office of chaplain is non
pne
ordained. If the campus needs the presence of an
ordained minister, Roundtree suggested simply
ordained._
changing the office of chaplain to be ordained.
posRoundtree also expressed concern that the pos
relatio.nship with RUF is
sibility
Covenant's relationship
sibility of Covenant’s
being pursued too hastily. Johnson already seems to
actuhave been selected for the job, he said, and the actu
has-s·eemed
al approval of the chapter has
seemed like an afterafter
.
thought.
He also worried that questions of authority
might be raised by the addition of the chapter.
Because RUF will become an agency of the PCA at
the next General Assembly, Roundtree said, both
RUF and Covenant would have the same position
within the denomination.
denomination. So the question arises as
to whom the RUF minister would be accountable
and what, if
if any, authority the college would have
over him.
Roundtree also said a. Covenant RUF chapter
might promote the perception outside the school
that the college is not very different from any other
private college. Prospective students might feel that
they could get same education by going to another
college with RUF as they could by attending
Covenant, he said.
The feeling we’ve
got," Roundtree concluded,
we've got,”
out." He
“is
haven't been worked out.”
"is that these things haven’t
was not alone in his concerns. Other members of
the student life committee joined him Thursday
afternoon in expressing hesitation over the presence
of RUF at Covenant. "RUF
“RUF guys are trained to
don't know really how to
reach non-believers and don’t
Al Lutz.
deal with Covenant students,”
students," said trustee A1
M
any board members, however, reacted more
Many
relationpositively to the idea of a different sort of relation
ship with RUF. They suggested Covenant faculty
speak at RUF seminars and conferences and that
Covenant students intern with RUF chapters at secsec
RUF. .. on
ular campuses. “Covenant
doesn't need RUF...
"Covenant doesn’t
campus, but RUF does need Covenant,”
Covenant," said Lutz.
The committee passed a motion on March 22
to recommend further dialogue with RUF but that
no RUF minister be immediately brought on camcam
pus. But in March 23’s
23's general meeting, Brock,
Raymond and philosophy professor Dr. Bill Davis
attempted to answer questions and alleviate board

Please see "RUF"
“RUF” on Page 3
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WIC looks to mentor more
may
ay have a services were made available to the
Women in the Church m
fem ale students this year.
bigger role in the life ooff Covenant freshmen female
women in the future. During
D uring a meeting Neder volunteered her services to the
enrollment
of the student life and enrollm
ent comcom college without any financial support
month's
m
ittee that met as part of last m
onth’s form the college or any other agency.
mittee
Board of Trustee meetings, Covenant Her work with the freshmen women is
inde
supported through indedean of students
pendent sources. ·
proScott Raymond pro
NEWS
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posed W
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permanent
anent
a more perm
C
o m p ile d bBY
y
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relationship with the
and W
IC would have a
WIC
school’s
stu
school's female stuS a r a h HOPSON
H o p s o n AND
and
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variety of benefits for the
dents. The committee
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A
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students · at
female
fem ale
with
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w
ith
News staff
Covenant. In addition to
Raymond’s
Raymond's suggestion,
providing more female
passing a motion that
leadership on campus, such
the adm
inistration of the
administration
college work with the adm
inistration of a relationship could also help the
administration
wom en of Covenant become more
W
IC to set up a m
entoring program at women
mentoring
WIC
WIC
involved in local churches. W
IC could
Covenant.
relation- also help Covenant women plug into a
As part of that permanent relation
WIC
ship, Raymond suggested W
IC provide national network of women.
a representative to the campus who
women
with
w
ould w
ork w
ith the wom
en of
work
would
5 professors promoted
mentoring
Covenant and establish a m
entoring
program with Covenant women and
The Board of Trustees approved
women from local PCA churches.
otions for five professors last
promotions
The present three year plan does prom
not provide for the creation of such a month.
Cliff
English professor Dr. C
liff Foreman
position or the funding it would require.
However, there is considerable interest and Biblical studies professor Dr. Dan
acD ougall were both promoted to full
MacDougall
among the female students for just such M
professors
and granted the school's
school’s five- ·
a person, according to Raymond. A
year's freshmen year contract.
survey done among this year’s
Education professor Dr. Phil
class showed that more than 60 of the
Horton
and history professor Dr. Paul
alf of those
female students, more than hhalf
M
orton were granted three-year concon
Morton
mentor.
su rveyed , were
w ere in
terested in a m
en tor.
interested
surveyed,
Currently, Susan Neder is filling a tracts, and English professor Pat Ralston
sim ilar role, but on a limited
lim ited basis. Her was promoted to associate professor.
similar

“RUF chapter”from
chapter"from Page 2
''RUF
members’ concerns.
members'
March 23 that Covenant’s
Covenant's relationship
Brock said on 'March
with RUF must
Unless Covenant lets RUF be
muse be reciprocal. Up.less
:,vith
wouldn't allow the
involved
mvolved on this campus, he said, RUF wouldn’t
college to be involved in their ministries.
Trustee John Harley inquired where the money would
come from to fund a RUF minister, if the college decides to
presby
go through with the partnership. Brock said that the presbytery that would call the minister would pay for him, with
Covenant contributing $5000. Trustee Render Caines
pointed out that if Jed Johnston is called to Covenant, he is
already funded by the presbytery.
Davis agreed that the process is moving fast, but said he
isn’t the order I would have
"It isn't
supported the end result. “It
done things,”
it.”" Davis
"but the benefits are worth it.
things," he said “but
to
expressed concern that if Covenant does not continue to,
actively pursue a RUF chapter, it will be perceived by RUF '
as reluctance on Covenant’s
Covenants part to be involved with them.
Davis
pa'radigm for
RU~ would create a new paradigm
I?~vis said that RUF
.
its ministry
Covenant’s student body, different from the
mm1stry to Covenants
Its
curprograms at other schools. He explained that Johnson, cur
rently the RUF minister at UTC, has agreed to submit to the
of Raymond and Covenant’s
Covenant's student development
authority ?£Raymond
office, giving
g1vmg Covenant some oversight of the RUF chapter.
In fact, Davis said, part of the reason Covenant should
_In
continue
contmue to act quickly in the process is to assure that
Johnson would become the school’s
school's RUF minister. Johnson
perfect fit for Covenant, Davis said: he is familiar with
is a perfect
the college, being,
being. from the area, and he is married to a
alumna. · 'In
In addition, Davis stated, Johnson is
Covenant alumna:
genuine about finding a new way of reaching the students.
But other members of the faculty shared a different
meetip.g,
opinion in and out of the . meeting. During the meeting,

es $95M
approves
Board approv
Campuss Master Plan
Campu
Expansion to come in three phases
the New Scotland Yard, but according to
the SLAM Collaborative, one residence
hall could be built
b_uilt as a part of this phase
The Board ofTrustees has approved without having to build on top of the
Ma~ter Plan as soccer field. Phase two also calls for concon
the $95 million Campus Master
the basis of future planning at Covenant. struction of a commons building with a
Stu- second dining hall. During this phase
The plan, based on an eventual stu
o f2,000, is divided into the plan also calls for a small addition to
dent enrollment of2,000,
three phases. The phases are broken the library. Also included in this phase
down according to the size the student is the reconfiguration of the back service
body. The cost of building everything road.
The final phase calls for the most
included in the plan is estimated at $95
construction and the most money:
million.
construccur- about $56 million. Projected construc
The first phase addresses the cur
rent needs of the college. Construction tion is based on meeting the needs of
of a new library bbuilt
uilt on top of student body of 2000. In order to do so,
Bloodfield and the renovation of the the other two residence halls would have
current Kresge Library are included in to be built on the New Scotland Yard,
build- necessitating the soccer field's
field’s move
phase, A new physical plant build
this phase.
ing where the Art Barn is currently locatlocat across the road to where Shadowlands
In order to replace
ed is the only other new building in this field is now.
build- Shawdowlands, a new practice field
phase. In addition to these new build
propings, the plan also suggests additions to would be built further back on the prop
the kitchens in Carter and Sanderson. erty. In front of the relocated Scotland
consult- Yard, the Campus Master Plan suggests
The SLAM Collaborative, the consult
ing firm that helped Covenant develop construction of a tennis building with ·
·
the plan, estimates the cost of the first three outdoor courts.
A new academic building housing .
I 5.3 million.
phase at about $
$15.3
depart
Phase two is based on a student classrooms, faculty offices and departI 400 and ment commons is also including in the
enrollment between 1300 and 1400
comes with a price tag of approximately third phase. The final component of this
$23 million. This increase in the student phase is a performing arts center, to be
body would require another residence built across Scenic Highway where the
hall. The Campus Master Plan places a Lookout Inn now sits.
total of three residence halls on top of
HOPSON
B
y SARAH
Sarah H
o pso n
BY

News staff writer

Biblical studies professor Dr. Dan MacDougall said that the end of the meeting, urging the board and faculty to
hot" and bring a RUF chapter to
while he is in favor of having a relationship with RUF, he has “strike
"strike while the iron is hot”
concerns - the haste of this process being a major one. He Lookout Mountain. The board then moved into executive
said that he does not see the difference between a chaplain session to continue the discussion.
"The faculty is
and a RUF minister. “The
genuinely concerned about this
together," he said.
model being pasted together,”
Graham also expressed unease,
saying that he is “very
hesitant.”
"very hesitant."
Thursday’s committee
Throughout Thursday's
meeting, he mostly remained quiet,
and was not present at the general
Board meeting. However, he did say
that while he isn’t
isn't comfortable with
the relationship, he would support
the minister and is willing to work
with him if plans do go forward.
Some faculty members said they
are also worried that the RUF chapter
at Covenant is being pushed for
“political”
"political" reasons, to heal rifts
between the two PCA agencies. One
faculty member, who asked not to be
identified, said that the fundamental
dentified,
question is what is best for the stustu
dents, and he does not see how RUF
will be different from what already
present at Covenant.
Covenant. If there is a need
among the student body that is not
currently being met, he suggested
that the chapel program be re-exam
re-examThe Baker Tree, the hardwood that served as a longtime muse for
ined instead of trying to bring in an
lovers, lunatics and poets, was uprooted last month and replaced
outside solution.
by a small pine. (Photo by Aaron Mesh.)
Meanwhile, Caines spoke toward

Bye Bye Baker
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Editor in Chief
office will be increased this year, since the
senate president will sit on the Board of
As Matt
M att Siedhoffbegan
Siedhoff began a second count
committee formed to select a
Trustees
secreof the ballots in the Student Senate secre
presifor retiring Covenant presi
replacement
tary election, it struck him that the race was
dent Frank Brock. "It's
“It’s an honor, but
developing striking similarities to a certain
quite humbling to be representing the
other election last November.
way," Swinburnson said.
in this way,”
students
me," said
“A revelation dawned on me,”
"A
transaid that the tran
president
new
The
president.
vice
president.
Siedhoff, the current senate
departure
Brock's
time
by
Brock’s
sparked
sition
bal“‘We
"'We still have to count the overseas bal
year's
“affect everything"
everything” about next year’s
will "affect
lots!’ With
W ith all the other irregularities in this
lots!'
our
on
load
a
“We’ve
big
got
"We've
senate.
some
at
couldn’t help but laugh
election, I couldn't
shoulders for next year. II'd
d appreciate the
of the similarities to the US election."
election.”
rhe students for
continuous prayers of the
students studying
The five votes from 'students
, where
circumstances
wisdom
in
these
circumstances,
abroad proved crucial. David Phillips
made."
tough
decisions are going to be made.”
to.ugh
10
defeated M
ary
Klinger
just
votes,
by
Mary
New secretary
secretary. Phillips said he was sursur
231-221, to take the office of secretary for
guess
"I
close
prised
by
his
race
was.
“I
how
2001-Q2.
sen
2001-02. It was the closest contest in a senwe politicians from Austin, Texas, have
ate election filled with irregularities and
decisively," he
trouble winning elections decisively,”
excruciatingly tight races.
Bush's
W
joked,
referring
to
George
W.
Bush’s close
Swinburnson
Benji
Sophomore
November.
last
victory
presidential
senate,
emerged at the top of the 2001-02
..emerged
“The
senate,”
"The first goal I have for senate,"
taking 67 percent of the vote in the runoff
along,
all
we
Phillips
“is
that
will
get
"is
said,
sopho
for president. He defeated fellow sophopossias
productive
we
can
be
as
possi
that
so
M att Jelley, who campaigned while
more Matt
ble. I think that each member of senate
Benji
studying abroad in Australia.
president
“Big load on our shoulders":
shoulders”: 2001-02 Student Senate
Benji this
"Big
others
year has gottety.
gotten 4along
° ng with the others
W ill Bragdon was elected unopposed Swinburnso
Will
Swinburnsonn will work with the Board of Trustees to select a new college presipresi very well, and I'm
I’m sure that's
that’s helped
secreas vice president, while Phillips took secre dent to replace Frank Brock. (Photo courtesy of
ofRRivendell
iven dell hall.)
freshtremendously.”
" Phillips, the current fresh
tremendously.
tary with his 10-vote win over Klinger.
the only member
is
president,
class
man
Bethany LoPiccolo defeated Joel Hawbaker
“I tend to think that of the incoming senate to serve in this year's
for the close contests, Siedhoff said. "I
year’s body.
for treasurer, 60 to 40 percent, and Emmaline Newman [competition] produces better results and I think the close
closeM any of the incoming senators talked of strengthening
Many
squeaked by Jared Ross, 55 to 45 percent, to become the ness of
that."
o f the elections is evidence of that.”
communication
communicatio n between the senate and the overall student
Campus Activities Board director. Bill Mclellan
McLellan became
“I feel that the amended campaign process was in very
"I
“to better communicate
body. Bragdon said his chief goal is "to
director of student ministries in an unopposed election.
senate,” agreed LoPiccolo. "It
It seemed the feelings of the students"
good judgment by the senate,"
students” to the senate and school adminadmin
M
ary
Alice
Hamby
ran
unopposed
became
the
new
and
Mary
to be a bit of a necessity for positions such as treasurer in istration.
clas.s president. Laura Bode was elected junior class which there were no candidates. Overall, I think it provided
senior class
“convey a sense
LoPiccolo agreed, saying she hoped to "convey
president after her opponant, Brien Meyer, dropped out of
occa of
an excellent opportunity for candidates to rise to the occaSenate. I want
to
concerning
Student
students
openness
sophothe
in
the race. Ellis Chaplin defeated Eric Martin
sopho sion to better serve their fellow students, and at the same
people to feel free to come forward with their questions,
more class presidential race, 55 to 45 percent.
time it created a challenging political atmosphere, and in comments
and insights. I would like for students to feel that
dose races were made possible when the current turn students responded by talcing
The close
taking a greater interest in the
congood understancling
understanding of what goes on,"
on,” she con
a
have
they
in
include
to
senate voted on March 6 to suspend its bylaws
election.”
election."
benefit."
overall
tinued,
“and
that
their
benefit.”
for
exists
senate
tinued; "and
the election more than half a dozen candidates who turned
Swinburnson was also one of the winners from the
Hamby said she is "looking
“looking forward to working with
susin nomination petitions after the March 2 deadline, The sus
Covenant Freedom Party, a group of students including the new senate on building strong links between the stustu
pension of bylaws created competition in several previously Hamby, Phillips, Ross and Mclellan,
McLellan, who ran on a common dents and the administration
administration,, as well as the board and the
uncontested races. But of the late candidates, only ticket. Of
O f seven Freedom Party candidates, four were electelect various committees.” She also included “facilitating
"facilitating an excelexcel
committees."
Swinburnson, Bode and Lo Piccolo emerged as winners - ed to office - two unopposed.
·
among
lent
banquet
commencement
ceremony”
her
ceremony"
nt
commenceme
and
two of them in races that previously contained no candidates
Swinburnson said he was awed by the overwhelming
goals.
at all.
vote of confidence given to him by the student body. "It's
Its
“We have to
to thank the acceptance of late applications"
applications”
"We
B y AARON
A a r o n MESH
M esh
BY

It's not
about
ut
abo
church
rch
chu
statee
and stat

B y ARIANNA
A r ia n n a HUFFINGTON
H u f f in g t o n
BY

Salon.com
The uproar over President Bush's
Bush’s faithbased initiative has been so intense that the
W hite House has decided to pull it back for
White
hat makes this the perfect
That
retooling. T
moment for a national debate.
Yet the debate we should be having is
not on the hoary hot-button issue of the
separation of church and state, but on two
critically important questions at the heart of
the initiative: How do you turn around
~

troubled lives when so many of our social
problems involve human behavior - especial
especially addiction and violence? And what is the
proper role for government to play?
it’s
The evidence is overwhelming that it's
infinitely harder to rebuild shattered lives
acknowledgingg the spiritual dimendimen
without acknowledgin
doesn’t mean
sion of human nature. No, this doesn't
accepting Jesus as your personal savior. It
sim ply means that, as Alcoholics
simply
m any offshoots Anonymous and its many
including Gamblers Anonymous, Narcotics
Anonymous, Overeaters Anonymous, etc. -

";''lr"J
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acknowledgment
ent of a higher
have shown, acknowledgm
power is central to recovery.
In fact, Bill Wilson, who co-founded
AA, traced .its
its guiding principle to Carl
Jung’s conviction that since “man
some
"man is someJung's
thing more than intellect, emotion and two
dollars’ worth of chemicals,”
chemicals," recovery too
dollars'
must be more than physical.
wasn't
In the same way that astronomy wasn’t
able to move forward until Copernicus
posited that it was the Earth that revolved

see''Huffington" on Page 6
Please see“Huffington”
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Features editor
·Features
The Bagpipe thought it would be fun to provide the pro
proquestion: W
hat would
What
fessors at Covenant with a hypothetical .question:
you be doing if there were no universities and colleges? It is a
fun thought to ·ssee
ee the professors of our college doing anything
than teaching.
For instance, English professor Dr. Paul Hesselink’s
cardiHesselink's cardi
gans and soft pink plaid ties do not seem to fit anywhere else.
However, few know of his talent at the organ, or that he is an
accomplished chef. Those fortunate few who have had the
opportunity to attend Hesselink’s
Hesselink's medieval dinner that he
gives for the Chaucer class know well that this man is apt in
the kitchen. However, he said he would prefer being an organ
organist to plying his culinary skills, but of the two occupations he
thinks neither compares to being a teacher.
W
hat was most enjoyable about asking these questions
What
was the reaction some professors gave. A blank and often
m
ildly terrified look came over the faces of s~me.
some. “I’ve
"I've never
mildly
had to think about that before”
before" was the reaction a few gave.
couldn't think of anything
History professor Dr. Lou Voskuil couldn’t
else he’d
haven’t the foggiest idea,”
"I've
idea," he said. “I’ve
"I haven't
he'd want to do. “I
been doing this for so long it's
it’s hard to think...”
think. .. "
O
Off course leave it to philosophy professor Dr. Reg
McLelland to say that our whole presupposition was that there
would be no institutions of higher learning for anyone and
that life would be like it was before Plato, thus the question
would be non-existent. But he concluded that he’d
he'd like to be
a farmer in western North Carolina.

;chool chaplain
It may not come as a shock to hear that school
Dr. Donovan Graham would be running a spiritual renewal
conference in the Colorado Rockies. But more unexpected
was psychology professor Dr. M
ike Rulon’s
railroadRulon's answer:: railroad
Mike
W hat makes this
ing, as a brakeman on the railroad lines. What
answer even more interesting is this is what he did before com
coming to Covenant College, out in California, and he still has
family in the trade. It’s
It's like playing with trains, only bigger,
he said.
Another professor who said he would return to a previous
Jim Wildeman. He had done
job was English professor Dr. Jim
landscaping. O
Off course now that his head is shiny and bald,
this could be a danger.
Education professor Dr. Tim Evearitt would want to be a
sports writer, an occupation he has actually been doing part
time lately.
English
C liff Foreman said he would be a
E'lglish professor Dr. Cliff
writer, and starve. Fellow English prof Dr. Nick Barker’s
Barker's
answer was similar, saying he would like to be a poet. He also
said he would want to do that if money was not an object.
Chemistry professor Dr. Charles Donaldson agreed with the
money being no object, and would want to be a musician of
some sort. Singing in a chorale most interests him.
hypothet
Physics professor Dr. Don Petcher said it was a hypothetical question with no answer. So he gave three. Researching
physics or writing computer programs both interest him, but
his favorite alternative is linguistics and translating.
Another professor with more than one answer is Biblical

“Dream job
s” on Page 6
jobs"
Please see "Dream
Page 5
I~

'

Jonathan
To a world that had forgotten Jonathan
Edwards, G. K. Chesterton, Augustine and others,
Francis Schaeffer was an unavoidable reminder that
Christians could think. He is remembered today for
his books (The God Who is There, How Shall We
Then Live?, and Escape from Reason, to name a
few), which attem
pted to demonstrate that
attempted
Christianity has real answers to the perplexities of
forewas. first and fore
modern life. Schaeffer, though, was
most a teacher and a lover of people, and although
legachis lega
he is not much in the public eye anymore, this
rAbri Fellowship.
cy lives on in L’Abri
shelSchaeffer founded L’Abri
“the shel
rAbri (French for "the
ter”)
ter") in 1955 when he opened his chalet in the Swiss
arrangeAlps to those with serious questions. This arrange
ment allowed him to work out three points that
were particularly close to his heart: that Christianity
is true, that it applies to all of thought and life, and
that it should be exhibited in day-to-day living. He
was a passionate teacher, but visitors found him also
loving and gentle in person, an example of his own
teaching that "Christians
“Christians in their relationships
should be the most human people you will ever see"
see”
fer(from The God W
ho is There). He believed fer
Who
vently in the truth of Christianity, but he loved peo
people enough to take their questions seriously. It is this
legacy that is so well preserved at L’Abri.
rAbri.
Today there are LAbri
L’Abri branches or resource
centers around the world-from Massachusetts to
Korea to the Netherlands to Australia-serving as
havens for folk who are seriously seeking answers.
Students may stay as long as two months or as little
as ·one
one weekend. Under the guidance of a tutor, res
residents spend half the day seeking out answers to
their questions in an extensive tape library (chroni
(chronicling years of L’Abri
rAbri lectures), in discussions, and in
books written by L’Abri
LAbri authors and others. The
other part of the day is occupied with keeping up
the house: helping with meals, weeding the gardens,
going shopping, splitting wood, and so on.
Dividing these two sections is a formal lunch, in
which staff families host a group of students for a
round-table discussion of whatever comes up as a
pressing issue-the character of angels, the sovereign
sovereignty of God, the local religious art exhibit. In the
evenings students take in lectures, music, and more
discussion.
W
hat makes L’Abri
rAbri unique among evangelical
What
organizations is its ability to reach out to nonrAbri brings
Christians and Christians alike. L’Abri
together those who are seeking to deepen their faith
exis
in Christ and those who are unsure about the existence of God. There one sees American students

Please see “L’
A bri” on Page 6
"L'Abri"
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“L’A bri”from
"from Page 5
''L'Abri

“Dream job
s" from Page 5
jobs"from
''Dream
want
studies teacher Mr. Ray. Clark who said that as a child he wanted to be a bartender, which was his father's
father’s occupation. When
he told his fourth grade teacher this, she told him a bartender
was not a good occupation to go into, so he is now decided on
being a pastor.
Others would likewise want to work with the church more
Interdisciplinary
ry studies professor Dr. Bill Dennison
full-time. Interdisciplina
would want to be a pastor, and history professor Dr. Jay Green
said he would want to work at a church but probably not as a
senior pastor. Secondary education was another idea of his.
D esigning houses as an architect was anor:her
anot-her idea of.
of
Designing
Dennison’s.
Dennison's.
It may come as a surprise to hear that Biblical studies propro
fessor Dr. Henry Krabbendam would not choose preaching
first, but would want to work with a travel agency or an airline
let’s face it,
so he could travel for cheap around the world. But let's
he already does these two all the time anyway.
Education professor Dr. Daphne Haddad would want to
teach English as a second language to emmigrants. History propro
“stir
fessor Dr. Paul Morton said he would either start a union, "stir
up trouble”
“tend my flower garden."
garden.”
trouble" or "tend
Partially retired sociology professor Dr. Russell Heddendorf
had a timely response. He held up an article from the USA
“Slowing Economy Sends Workers
Today he was reading titled, "Slowing
Back to School."
School.” Perhaps they are all just fine where they are.

“H ujfington”from
"from Page 5
''Huffington
around the sun -— also an unpopular view at the time -— our
society will not be able to reclaim its proliferating human
casualties until it comes to terms with the fact that healing
revolves around the acceptance of a higher power.
O f course, there w
ill always be people who believe there
will
Of
flat-earthers, concon
is no God, just as there continue to be -flat-earthers,
vinced that Copernicus had it all wrong. And, in both cases,
that is their inalienable right, one that should be fiercely
defended by the rest of
us.
But as a culture, to
continue to try and
solve social problems
while ignoring human
beings’ innate need for
beings'
connec
meaning and a connecw ith something
tion with
larger than ourselves is
as destructive as if we
prin
were to build our principles of navigation on
the basis that the jury is
still out on Copernicus.
W ill there be abusabus
Will
es, instances where a
free meal is accompanied by a side order of proselytizing?
Sure. There will always be a few who cross the line, and we
need to aggressively weed them out.
But people are suffering, and what we have been doing
has clearly not been working. So we can either take the risks
that are inherent in any new idea or just go on pounding our
heads against old familiar -— and ineffective -— walls.
The trouble with Great Society-style programs is that
they are, by nature, bureaucratic and impersonal. And as Bill
Milliken, the president of
o f Communities in Schools and a
tireless advocate for at-risk children, puts it, "No
“No life has ever

lievers. Visitors are challenged with the truth, but they
are also loved. More importantly, I..:Abri
L’Abri lives up to
"the truth in
Paul’s
Paul's admonition that Christians speak “the
4: 15).
love” (Ephesians 4:15).
love"

misstruggling with sexual sin and middle-aged Korean mis
sionaries talking about art over breakfast, or Slovakian
www.labri.org.
For m
ore information,
inform ation, see w
w w .labri.org.
more
believers competing with Danish journalists in a fierce
game
of
volleyball.
volleyball.
Christians, aside from
culstudying theology and cul
intertural criticism, must inter
act with agnostics as real
people with real questions.
Unbelievers, for their part,
see Christianity lived out
by people who genuinely
implica
struggle with the implications of their faith. Both
chalare welcomed and chal
lenged.
L'Abri
In this way, L’Abri
Schaeffer's
does live up to Schaeffer’s
vision. The truth of the
disBible is "defended
“defended in dis
cussion”
“exhibited
in
"exhibited
and
cussion"
life,” and cannot
everyday life,"
L’Abri first began at the Chalet Les Melezes in Huemoz, Switzerl~d
Switzerland..
fol- :CAbri
be ignored by either fol
L'Abri.)
A bri.)
unbe- The chalet is still used today. (Photo courtesy ooff L’
lowers of Christ or unbe

relationship."
been turned around without a loving relationship.”
"Spirit
Rabbi Michael
M ichael Lerner, whose latest book, “Spirit
spirituality
Matters,”
addresses
the
need
to
integrate
into
our
Matters,"
initiaculture, is an enthusiastic supporter of faith-based initia
talk
“Because religious institutions are not afraid · to talk
tives. "Because
goal,” he told me, “they
"they are likely to be more
about love as a goal,"
services.”
effective at providing community services."
proThe fact that the faith-based initiatives are being pro
moted by Bush -— the candidate of the religious right who
famously cited Jesus as his favorite political philosopher —
makes a lot of peo
people nervous, espe
especially since there is
no shortage of rea
reasons to be distrust
distrustful of so many of
his other priorities.
But the pic
picture changes dradra
matically when we
look at who has
come out in favor
ini
of faith-based initiatives -— and
who is lining up
”
against them.
Al
them. A1
Gore, for instance,
proposed as part of
Bush's.
his agenda a faith-based initiative all but identical to Bushs.
said
“I
believe
the
to
the
nation
is
clear,”
Gore
on
clear,"
lesson
"I
the campaign trail. "In
“In those instances where the unique
chal power of faith can help us meet the crushing social chal... we should
lenges that are otherwise impossible to meet ...
com
explore carefully tailored partnerships with our faith community.”
munity."
W hat’s more, Gore's
Gore’s running mate, Sen. Joe Lieberman,
What's
Bush’s proposal as “wise”
“convincing :
"wise" and "convincing":
recently hailed Bush's
“If the proper protections are in place, and the money can't
cant
"If

“Jonathan
han Swift once said
'Jonat
of
that you could tell a man of
er ooff
genius by the numb
number
againstt him.
dunces lined up agains
good
recognize
ize a good
You can _recogn
proposal
proposal the same way. "
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be used for proselytizing, and there are secular alternatives
for beneficiaries to opt into, and no one is coerced, what in
the end is the harm?"
harm?”
. Adding their voices of support to the chorus are liberal ·
th~ Office of
Raines·, director of the
stalwarts like Franklin Raines,
Clinton,
·
M
anagem
ent
and
Budget
under
C
linton,
and Peter
und~r
Management
Edelman, the former assistant secretary of Health and
welClinton signed the wel
Human Services who resigned when Clinton
fare reform bill.
Even John Dilulio,
Diiulio, the man Bush chose to spearhead
his faith-based agenda, is a registered Democrat who voted
for Gore. But most important is the backing the proposal is
getting from those actually working 'in
in the trenches -— the
people focused not on process, but
but on results.
Jim
poverty-fighting group Call to
Jim Wallis, head of the poverty-fighting
“W hy not forge partnerships with the most
Renewal, asks, "Why
effective nonprofits, whether they are religious or secular?
And why discriminate against nonprofits just because they
religious?"
are religious?”
Jonathan Swift once said that you could tell a man of
genius by the number of dunces lined up against him. You
can recognize a good proposal the same way.
Leading the nitwit parade on this issue are two very
strange bedfellows: Barry Lynn, who has made a career out
of warning people of imaginary threats to the separation of
church and state, and Pat Robertson, who is worried about
“opening
"opening the floodgates ... of the federal treasury to aberrant
groups” like the Church of Scientology, the Unification
groups"
Church
~hurch and the Hare Krishnas.
I guess Rev. Pat doesn’t
doesn't know that the Hare Krishnas
have provided help to homeless veterans, recovering addicts
and prison parolees with the help of government money for
close to 20 years.
dis"aberrant groups"
Personally, I'd
I’d much rather have “aberrant
groups” dis
tributing food, shelter and comfort to those in need than
Robertson and company 'distributing
distributing voter guides along
with their Sunday sermons.
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't so
Sayy it ain
ain't
Sa
sleepwalks
lks through Athens show
Weezer sleepwa
Though the sound (thanks to the
aforementionedd
acoustics of the aforementione
concrete room) was so bad that it
Hall
The Classic Center Grand H
all in seemed like listening to a muchbuild too-amplified bass drum, the Get
Athens, Georgia is a most disgusting buildIt’s one of those places that in the lobby Up Kids still delivered a fine set,
ing. It's
looks like a place for fancy banquets, and in leaving the audience · excited,
the concert hall it feels like as soon as you thirsty for what lay beyond, in
“concert hall"
hall” that
they’ll be icing over the floor for the the proverbial "concert
leave they'll
youth hockey league in the morning. It was was Weezer.
big and concrete, lending itself to terrible
After an eternity of time
between sets, Weezer finally
acoustics.
This building serves quite well as a arrived on stage. Opening with
“M y Name is Jonas"
Jonas” on a stage
metaphor for the events that took place "My
within it on the night of Tuesday, Feb. 27, set up like a high school prom,
basketball goals, a
the night Weezer performed with the Get complete with basketbal~
disco ball, and streamers.
Up Kids and Ozma.
relative Themselves dressed in high
Ozma started things off with a relativeat
Milwaulkee,, Wis. Their show in Athens left at
non-memorable
com pletely non- school prom type clothes, they Weezer performs at a recent concert in Milwaulkee
le yet completely
ly non-memorab
photo.}
(Rolling
ed.
least
one
attendee
seriously
underwhelmed.
Stone
photo.)
it
wantBut
they
underwhelm
like
offensive set. They sounded
want promised a night of magic.
ed to be Weezer. They were the outside of seemed to be a promise they were
While
excitement
the building, plain, but harmless and potenpoten unable to keep; the excitemenc
hile this still
band's strongest live songs. W
“fun” and "sun."
“sun.” Musically these songs were band’s
"fun"
.tially promising.
soon died down.
almost as boring as they were lyrically did not hold a candle to the version done at
sleep cliched, using recycled chord progressions, their Adanta
mak
As their show continued, they sleepThe Get Up Kids were the lobby, makAtlanta performance in 1996, it was
band’s predictable melodies, and hackneyed riffs. still quite enjoyable.
ing us all feel fancy, like we were there for walked through several more of the band's
In the hour and fifteen minutes they
something important. They put on a strong older songs, then delivered some overbaked Then the band went back to sleepwalking
it's a real
bothered to remain on the stage, it’s
show, playing with lots pf
of energy and concon and entirely too artificially sweet pop through the old stuff.
leased
soon-to-be-released
couldn't have at least seemed
they were willw ill nougats from their soon-to-be-re
That’s
say the whole thing was shame Weezer couldn’t
viction. One got the feeling cliey
That's not to s;_y
audience’s attention. album. The lyrics sounded as though they bad. There were a few good moments, such appreciative of the fact that hundreds of kids
ing to work for an audi"ence's
"cliches to as "Buddy
Their high energy punk-pop meets emo had been compiled from a list of “cliches
Ain't So"
“Buddy Holly,”
So” and had spent their CD money for the next
"Say it Ain’t
Holly," “Say
songs,” containing such "Tired
groundbreaking, be avoided in pop songs,"
hile nothing groundbreaking,
while
“Tired of Sex."
Sex.” But the most interesting month on coming to see them. But then
stylings, w
very heartfelt and instantly accessible, subjects as island paradises, being alone on moment was during the encore, when they again, at least they were honest about it.
were vety
making paying attention to them a breeze. cold winter nights, and rhymes as awful as performed “Surf-wax
America," one of the
"Surf-wax America,”
AMMONS
B y CHRIS
C h r is A
mmons
BY
Po p Culture
C u ltu r e editor
e d ito r
Pop

ud tour
ded Clo
Art Barn show open
openss Hal
Halff Han
Handed
Cloud
Po p Culture
C u ltu r e editor
e d ito r
Pop

Not too many
m any people were
around the Covenant campus the
evening of March 9; after all, it was
break.. .But
the first night of spring break
the few that were (many of whom
had never set foot on the campus
before) were truly glad to be. Come
on, it was the opening night of the
H alf Handed Cloud
Jai Agnish and Half
spring tour, with Kil Howlie Day, ,
Bam. Wouldn't
Wouldn’t you be excited too?
at the Art Barn.
The room was small and the stage was even smaller
(comprised of two tables pushed together), but the seats
were full. About forty people came to see these three extraextra
good one-person bands.
The show started of with Kil Howlie Day (a.k.a.
Charles Allison), a Chattanooga resident and fine musician.
He acoustically performed several of his well-crafted pop
songs (which share common ground with the works of
Grandaddy, Flaming Lips, and Jim O'Rourke).
O’Rourke). He then
played several more songs with pre-recorded music to
pickin’ and grinnin',
grin n in , playing some older
accompany his pickin'

easily accomplished.
alf Handed
Half
The final act was H
Half
Cloud (a.k.a. John Ringhoffer). H
alf
Handed Cloud is perhaps one of the
most original musical acts to grace
the Covenant campus. Ringhoffer
pasperforms songs largely based on pas
sages from the gospels and Psalms.
that?" you
“W
hat’s so original about that?”
"What's
ask. You see, he does the aforemenaforemen
tioned task with a guitar, some prerecorded ti:acks,
tracks, a chord organ, a
trombone, children’s
children's toys, wind up
sheep, a felt board and a large smile (and for the most part
times1lave
within 90 seconds per song). After all, how many times
have
you heard a musical version of the 23rd Psalm with the line
trombone"?
“lead
"lead us through the wilderness with your slide trombone”?
Learning
Ringhoffer performed a number of songs off his Learning
About Your Scale full length album, the I'm
I’m So Sheepy EP,
perform
as well as a number of new songs. As with all his performances, it was a most entertaining and refreshing experience.
charm
From here Agnish and Ringhoffer went on to charm
audiences in Nashville, Chicago, Knoxville, New York, and
a number of other cities which, I'm
I’m sure, were all as grateful
as ourselves.

He performs with a guitar,
some prerecorded
prerecorded tracks, a
chord organ, a trombone
trombone,,
childrens
children's toys, wind up sheep,
a felt board and a large
la,rge smile.
And most of
o f his his songs la,st
last
less than 90 seconds.

B y CHRIS
C h r is AMMONS
A mmons
BY

songs from early CDs, as well as some off his soon to be
released Songs Like Circadian Rhythms album. Allison is a
strong songwriter and vocalist, as well as musician, and
delivered a set that was quite enjoyable.
Next was Jai Agnish. Jai, hailing from New Jersey and
pleasantly rough voice,
very recently
recendy arrived in town, had a pleasandy
vety
an acoustic guitar and a sampler/drum machine. His songs
were quite arresting, built upon slow but bubbly beats and
subtle bass lines. Agnish laid down sparse guitar parts and
earnest vocals, winning the audience's
audience’s attention from the
withget-go. He seemed to have a way of carrying intensity with
out raising volume or undermining melody, not something
Page 7
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nant to Carn
Marcia Ann Early keeps the faith in New York
York City
ing musical star Early gave her Carnegie Hall debut in a solo
f
r r o o m m recital in 1998.
D
iB e r n a r d o
DIBERNARDO
Ms. Early has since returned to New
Philadelphia
Philadelphia
Culture writer
Pop Cul~ure
choose the Castle York, where she is beginning a new phase of
in the Clouds? development for her voice and career.
music
The
The com
bina Studying with legendary soprano Anna
combinadepartm
ent
last
department
Moffo, a teacher that Early met in a grocery
tion
friendly
of
privimonth had the privi
promptings,
a store, she hopes to continue to further both
lege of hosting one of
few encouraging her ability and repertoire.
its alumni for a special
founEarly is extremely grateful for the foun
phone calls, and
recital. M
arcia Ann
Marcia
received
and
she
at
encouragement
dation
scholarship
a
Early graduated from
offer from Dr. Covenant. Her years here as an undergrad
Covenant in the early
John
Hamm were instrumental in furthering her desire to
Hamm
1980s and has since
Early's
solidified
Early’s sing opera, primarily through the training
seen great success as a
decision and her she received from Hamm, as well as through
soprano soloist. Her
move to the opportunities in Chattanooga with the
dream to be an opera
opera chorus, where she performed her first
mountain.
singer began when she
After four years minor solo role. But, not only did she gain a
was a young teenager, Back
in the day: Marcia Ann Early here, Early went larger scope for what was needed to succeed
though she had no
980s. on to study at the in a career as cutthroat as professional
attended Covenant in the early l1980s.
backformal musical back
photo.}
understandM annes College music, she also gained a deeper understand
Mannes
ground. Since she had (Tartan photo.)
of Music in New ing of herself as a Christian.
not had any private
The spiritual foundation has been
ith training, as well as private study
With
York W
voice training in high school, her music York.
invaluable
particularfor a life in New York, particular
with
M
artina
Arroyo,
Ms.
Early
Martina
soprano
preand
off
year
a
take
teacher urged her to
pre
“New York is a
perform- ly amongst her fellow artists. "New
pare for an audition at the Curtis Institute in began to take herself seriously as a perform
"It
live," Early said. “It
ing soloist, becoming more aggressive in her very challenging place to live,”
Philadelphia.
of
Many
depleted."
expensive
and
morally
depleted.”
M
any
is
conamongst
desire
to
take
her
place
her
con
family
a
In the meantime, however,
friend and former Covenant graduate temporaries in the musical scene. Following her colleagues are homosexual, and Early
ational Association of often finds herself standing out as distinctly
National
encouraged
ern;;ouraged Early to consider attending a win at the N
difArtists Awards, Ms. religious simply by living according to a dif
Teachers
of
Singing’s
Singing's
aspirCovenant College. So what made this aspir
B
y JJEANNETTE
eann ette
BY

ferent set of values.
In addition to her distinct values, Ms.
Christian
m aintain a Christian
Early seeks to maintain
demeanor. Musicians,
M usicians, especially singers,
tend to come across as very temperamental
"instrument" is a part
people. Because their “instrument”
of their body, it is very vulnerable to such as
the weather, a cold, and even talking too
much. In order to care for this instrument, a
standsinger often appears pretentious and stand
offish. Ms. Early, realizing this danger inherinher
mainent to the nature of her art, strives to main
tain a gracious and warm manner, and her
visit to Covenant is certainly a testimony to
herself
her giving of herself.
Because the Lord has given her a gift,
callEarly told me, she sees her music as her call
ing. It is an additional blessing, in her mind,
that she absolutely loves fulfilling the task
set before her, namely developing her gift to
When
the best of her ability. W
hen I asked her
what musical genre she enjoyed singing the
most, she responded that while she typically
prefers opera, old spirituals and solo arias
from such great works as the Messiah are
also favorites. It is those pieces that provide
truJy
her an opportunity to sing words she truly
believes, and she hopes this her passion for
her faith, as well as her music, is conveyed to
her audience.

-of-age classic
Harold and Maude is a coming
coming-of-age
B
y JTADE
ade A
lger
ALGER
BY

Culture staff writer
Pop Cu1ture
Harold and Maude is a coming-of-age film from 1971.
Colin Higgins, a graduate from UCLA, wrote the story. Her
20-minute graduate thesis was transformed into this satirical
black comedy. In this screenplay, Harold (Bud Cort) is in
Harold's mother
need of some excitement. Everyone from Harold’s
to his priest to his psychiatrist tries to sway the introverted
Harold to live the conventional lifestyle (with a sports car
“commercial” girlfriend). Harold, however, is besotted
and a "commercial"
with funerals, hearses, and feigned shock-suicides and has
boresome psychotic tendencies that commingle with his bore
Harold’s psychiatrist meets with him daily but
dom of life. Harold's
talk
gets nowhere because Harold refuses to talk.
In the opening scene we get a sense of the sickly
grotesque mind that Harold so passionately envelops. The
film opens with the sight of Harold hanging suspended from
the ceiling. As the 19 year-old boy’s
boy's body oscillates back and
forth from the noose, his head limp and to the side, the
observer of the film reels backward from the intensity of
such a beginning.
Octogenarian M
aude (Ruth Gordon) shares with
Maude
Harold the hobby of going to funerals,
funerals, and Harold espies
her smiling at him (from over the caskets) at a few funerals
before actually talking to her.
Maude symbolizes simplicity, fervor for life, and expresexpres
oneself She sips from the schooner of life, guzzling
sion of oneself.
down everything to the bare dregs. She serves as the quirky
enthumentor in Harold's
Harold’s life that teaches Harold to be an enthu
two fall for each other
siast rather than the opposite. The two·
and wedding plans soon surface. Harold's
Harold’s mother is taken
aback.
aback
Harold's mother is played by Vivian
In this cult classic, Harold’s
Harold’s antics and wishes that he
Pickles. She is tired of Harold's
would take up more normal diversions. Harold's
Harold’s mock suisui
cides are his endeavors to do away with his mother's
mother’s influinflu

ence. These reactions get more
and more severe, ranging from a ·
counterfeit pool-drowning to his
phony burning of himself in the
lawn.
,
In one Pre-Raphaelite paint
painting, the cruelty of the human in
the world is portrayed. This cruelcruel
ty is represented by a cat playing
with a maimed bird under a table.
In the same way Harold toys with
the ever-terrifying notion of suisui
cide. He dresses up the·
the sports car
that his mother buys him to
embody the look of a hearse.
However, Maude lives in a
railway car and wants to become a
flower. She shows Harold that she
possesses a youthful vigor at age
79 that he doesn’t
doesn't possess at the
age of 19. The jointing of these
two people in the movie provides
most of the humor in the flick
flick.
They run around town, stealing
cars that help them dislodge trees from city sidewalks, which
Maude’s hovel.
they end up bringing back to Maude's
The choreography in the movie proves fragrant. I
noticed a few shots in particular that caught my eye as signs
of good cinematography. One of these was a shot of the two
lovers in a field of white memorials. The irony of the movie
is the mishmash of these remarkable images from 1971 in
Northern California Bay Area with indescribable, nostalgic
music by Cat Stevens. Songs such as If You Want To Sing
Don’t Be Shy from the album Footsteps
Out, Sing Out and Don't
in the Dark as well as others pop up here and there.
Harold learns throughout everything to accept and give
love. By playing the banjo and driving his hearse off a cliff,
Page
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he embraces Maurl.eism
Maudeism (this fanciful word is derived from
Maude’s
Maude's name).
Bud Cort (Harold) also played in Sweet Charity 1969,
producBrain Dead (1990) and a variety of others. A stage produc
tion of Harold and Maude opened on Broadway from 1980’81l but the vogue wore down at a faster rate than say Cats
'8
or Les Mis.
Nevertheless, Paramount Pictures presents a fine cult
classic with Harold and Maude, directed by Hal Ashby and
written by Colin Higgins. I plead with you tactfully and
maswith a clean sobriety to
to· please delve into this marketed mas
terpiece of suicidal tendencies and atypical romance. When
hol
such doors unknowingly fall open, only the scared and hollow ones of us remain on the outside.
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Transcendence,
Transcendence,
Immanence
Immanence
and Joh
John
Arthur
thur
MacAr
n Mac
B y Tooo
T o d d WILLISON
W il liso n
Bv
F&R staff writer

This month, I gained new insight into the concepts of
transcendence and immanence. On March 1-3, I attended
speakthe
rhe 30th annual Ligonier Conference featuring guest speak
ers R.C. Sproul, Sinclair Ferguson, John MacArthur, Jerry
Bridges, Alistair Begg, A1
Al Moehler, and others. The topic
was "Holiness"
“Holiness” and the discussion centered around the holiholi
ness of God and how believers are to imitate that holiness. I
rhere, in a church the size of my
must admit that sitting there,
hometown shopping mall, surrounded by 5000+ people, I
homerown
was overwhelmed by a sense of awe and intimidation, not
only because of rhe
the subject matter, but also because of those
teaching it.
rhe back of rhe
the
The first morning, I was sitting toward the
auditorium, and as the
Sinclair
Ferguson, was
speaker,
first
rhe
drawing to a close, I caught sight of an older man wirh
with white
hair and a black suit sitting directly behind me. At first, I
took very little notice. But there
something about the
rhere was somerhing
way his teeth stuck out that
rhat reminded me of something I
rhis man was, I
had seen before. Suddenly aware of who this
whisnudged Josiah Roe who was sitting beside me and whis
us." Josiah
“I rhink
think John MacArrhur
MacArthur is sitting behind us.”
pered, "I
concautiously turned around, eventually came to the same con
rhe information to Benji
clusion, and quickly relayed the
actuother member of our trio. We never actu
rhe orher
Swinburnson, the
rhe experience made our day.
ally talked to him, but the
norhrhere was noth
W
hy was this such a big deal? After all, there
Why
ing particularly supernatural about sitting in John
rhat he
MacArthur’s presence. In fact, we did not even notice that
MacArthur's
was sitting nearby until I happened to turn around. But
when we grew aware of his presence, and realized who the
rarher excited. I
person was that
rhat was behind us, we became rather
is rootresponse
would suggest that
the
cause
o
f
root
ecstatic
our
of
rhat
ed in two things:
transcendence
immanence.
and
rhings:
Transcendence is defined
Merriam-W ebsterr as
defiried by Merriam-Webste
“exceeding
usual
limits”
"being beyond all
as “being
elsewhere
and
limits"
"exceeding
comprehension.”
MacArrhur stirred up
comprehension." Coming so close to MacArthur
excitement in me partly because he has a transcendent (I am
using the term loosely) quality to him. He has exceeded cercer
tain limits that
rhat are difficult for most men in ministry to
achieve. And he has attained knowledge of rhe
the Scriptures
rhat I cannot even begin to
and wisdom from experience that
something
myy life. There was somerhing
comprehend at this point in m
“above me"
me” in such a
about MacArthur that seemed entirely "above
way that it was difficult not to stare.
But MacArthur was also immanent. Immanence is
realdefined as "remaining
“remaining or operating within a domain of real
ity or realm of discourse."
discourse. The fact that MacArrhur
MacArthur possesspossess
es a transcendent quality is not a sufficient reason to get

worked up. After all, while still wiser and more experienced
than
rhan I am, I find myself oblivious to the fact because he is
not sitting next to me. But at the conference, he was within
real
two feet of where I sat, operating within my domain of reality and breathing my air. His immanence made me aware of
his transcendence, and thus caused the tension.
tranboth tran
So at long last, I can make my point. God is borh
scendent and immanent, in ways that my analogy of
MacArthur could not possibly do justice to. It seems like a
simple point, easily defended from Scripture and articulated
well in the Westminster Confession, which says:
“There is but one, only, living, and true God, who is
"There
infinite in being and perfection, a most pure spirit, invisible,
without body, parts, or passions; immutable, immense, etereter
incomprehensible, almighty, most wise, most holy, most
nal, incomprehensible,
rhings according to the
free, most absolute; working all things
counsel of His own immutable and most righteous will, for
long-suffer
His own glory; most loving, gracious, merciful, long-suffering, abundant in goodness and truth, forgiving iniquity,
rhem that diligently
rhe rewarder of them
transgression, and -sin; the
judgwithal most just, and terrible in His judg
seek Him; and wirhal
ments, hating all sin, and who will by no means clear the
guilty.”
guilty."
rhis statement deals with many of the
The first half of this
transcendent qualities of God. He is a "most
“most pure spirit"
spirit and
holy."
"most
“without
body”
and
“incomprehensible”
“most
holy.”
and
e"
"incomprehensibl
"wirhout body"
·•
But these
traits
are
followed
by
examples
immanence.
of
rhese
creatures
God’s
immanence
allows
with
His
so
relate
to
Him
God's
that
“most loving"
loving” and "long-suffering"
“long-suffering” and a
rhat He can be "most
Him."
“rewarder
of
them
that
diligently
H
im .”
seek
rhat
rhem
"rewarder
Despite rhis
this clarity, the
rhe doctrines of transcendence and
immanence have suffered much misunderstanding and have
become sources of confused theology.
rheology. R.C. Sproul, in his
the conference, spoke about how
rhe close of rhe
final message at the
one of the great defects of nineteenth and twentieth century
theology was the
rhe improper balancing of
philosophy and rheology
transcendence and immanence. In the
rhe nineteenth century,
Friedrich Schleirmacher and other
orher philosophers emphasized
rhe
immanence over transcendence, and brought God to the
level of nature. As a reaction, twentieth century philosophers
like Karl Barrh
Barth and Rudolf Bultmann emphasized transcentranscen
dence over immanence, making knowledge of God inaccesinacces
sible to humans.
It cannot be overstated how important it is for
Christians to understand the
rhe doctrines of transcendence and
immanence in appropriate balance with
another. Let us
wirh one anorher.
go back to the illustration of MacArrhur.
MacArthur. There was a time
when I did not even realize that he was sitting behind me. I
dis
had to come to be aware of him, and as I did, my entire dischanged. The direction of my interest had gone
position cha~ged.
from the
rhe front of the auditorium to the row behind me. And
I was excited. This man who would stand far away from me
Page'!9j„i,l
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behind a pulpit preaching to a crowd of five thousand was
now sitting within my presence. In the same way, as
Christians become more aware of God's
God’s holiness, they will
rhe presence
become overwhelmed by just what they are in
in the
rhings
of, and rheir
their desire will turn from worldly things to focus
completely on the Lord.
I really believe rhat
that I learned somerhing
something significant
about the holiness of God at the Ligonier conference this
year. To be frank, I realized I am ashamedly more in awe in
the presence of
John MacArthur and R.C. Sproul than I am
ofJohn
when I enter into the very presence and sanctuary of God
every Sunday. I have realized that
rhat my choices in life are too
often made wirhout
without any awareness that a holy, transcendent
toot comcom
God is immanently present with me. But I also see that
rhat once
that awareness causes me to turn from all that
ing to rhat
grabbed my attention so that I may gaze solely upon His
holiness, which crushes me.
I have heard a lot of questions being asked around
Covenant lately about what Christians can and cannot do.
Can Christians watch movies? Can they see nudity and sex?
Can .Christians play games rhat
that insinuate violence? And
what should Christians do? Should they redeem culture?
Should they be the instruments of racial reconciliation in
society? Should they join together with denominations that
hold to contrary doctrinal beliefs? The idea that should serve
the answers to these questions is the
as the foundation for rhe
holiness of God.
Imagine if that was what we were primarily
prim arily concerned
about. Imagine that becoming the passion of the Church: to
understand God’s
God's holiness and to pursue it. Perhaps it is
rhan
time for Christians to be more honest with themselves than
ever. God is holy. God is transcendent. God is immanent.
W
hen we enter into the sanctuary on Sunday, let us realize
When
that we are receiving a “taste
heaven,” a chance to worship
"taste of heaven,"
God in His presence. Let us obey the call "Be
“Be holy, for I am
holy,”
for
“without
holiness,
no
one
will
see
the Lord."
Lord.” If this
"without
holy,"
becomes the mission of the church, above all orher
other things,
then
rhen I suspect many debates will fade away and a great deal
need
of our time will be spent in the place where it is most needed, on our faces before God in humility.
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ma
leng e of the cine
The lure and chal
challenge
cinema
micro-events’ of significance in the develdevel
knowledge-seekingg ultim
ately serves this 'micro-events'
ultimately
envi- knowledge-seekin
fleshed-out story by offering a sensory envi
bet- opment of the stories. Such exhilarating
ronment capable of substituting for the real underlying search to understand a little bet
When
world we ordinarily experience. W
hen we ter, to see a little more clearly the story of the visual drama makes our normal horizons of
Romanowski’s Staley Lectures go to see a movie, we enter a space from universe and our parts in it. Though we may sight seem half-blind by comparison! But
Dr. Bill Romanowski's
stimu which the rest of the world is blocked out in watch movies ostensibly for entertainment, . more importantly, this powerful expansion
on popular culture and movies have stimuunder- of our visual repertoire, coupled with the
lated a much-needed discussion regarding darkness except for the huge bright screen the cinema, like all art, addresses our under
cinematic strategy of
the use of films among our students. on which a larger-thanm aking
meaning
making
W ith in the scope of his talks, Dr. life vision is projected.
Within
connections
through
startRomanowski was able to give only the start Through this projection,
the mere associations
ing points to the bewilderingly complex colors, lights, textures,
of images, opens up
relations between film-art and its viewers. landscapes, people in
the
attractive
attractive
dis- motion and dialogue,
Hopefully we can continue an ongoing dis
prospect of an instant
music and sound effects
cussion and exploration from where he left musicand direct route to
off. In this essay, I offer some observ.ations
observations all work their magic to
significant knowledge
heightof the impact that cinema have on our concon envelop us in a height
without
the m
edia
mediafor- ened simulation of life.
the· challenge it poses to for
sciousness and the
tion of discursive
far
Even in the most farmulating a Christian response.
thought. And granted
W
hile cinema serves many functions in fetched science fiction
While
such an option, it is
our society, for my purpose in this article, I scenario (as in Star ~rs),
Wars),
easy to prefer the
will confine myself to its function as man's
man’s cinema works its effect
apparently effortless
com
anity and the on us through a comhumanity
self-reflection on his hum
visual processing of
world in which he lives. Accordingly, we pelling realism. So much
information to other
view movies (and all art forms) ultimately to so, it would not be an
more circuitous and
discover and rediscover ourselves as humans. exaggeration to say that
laborious
means of
For young people, this might mean an the intense larger-thanmaking
ma.king sense of our
exploration of their self-definition and life experience of the
thoughts and experiexperi
off passage. In our vision on the screen concon
hence a part of their rite .o
ences.
communally-defined vey the sensations of our
time, the absence of a communally-defined
These few and
participating
participating
social passage to adulthood has created a actually
brief examples of the
vacuum now filled by popular culture within it.
impact
Thus a paradox of "Compelling
through films, songs, the virtual world of the
“Compelling realism":The
realism”:The transportive power
pcower of films like Gladiator has far-reaching
movies make on our
electronic media and the cult of movie-char- the .cinematic
cinematic experience a far-reaching impact on our habits of"the
says.
Petcher
Ling-Mei
thought,
everyday habits of
acters, singers and actors as hero-figures. is that the very success of
thought are, I think,
obliterThis pervasive electronic orientation poses a film techniques obliter
challenge to traditional educational instituinstitu ates the sense of distance between us and the lying need for clues to the big picture or enough to suggest that finding an adequate
use
se of the cinema is going
approach to our u_
tions such as our schools and colleges which, vision filmmakers mediate, rendering their story of life.
Movies serve this hunger to know by to call for inner resources of mediation more
subse
"invisible." It is through subsewith,
lim  mediation “invisible.”
tb.eir restricted environments and limwith. their
“God’s eye-view"
eye-view” of events, in · powerful than an education in cinematic
ited social roles, are hard-pressed to provide quent viewings that we are able to analyze offering us a "God's
m ediating strategies and develop a the way different story lines are linked to devices.
the full panoply of possible worlds and the mediating
· As Dr.Romonowski also pointed out,
imaginative alter-egos which cinema can greater objectivity and distance from our show a rather direct causality at work.
people
of different ages respond differently
Bypassing
obstacles
that
we
normally
the
can't minimize
experience. Nonetheless, we can’t
provide our youths.
sit- to the same movie. This suggests that our
It is a situation fraught with dangers as the sort of impact that the first viewing of a encounter in trying to interpret real-life sit
M any of us 'iave
'w e visual uations, movies give us a privileged vantage cumulative experiences of life present a vital
well as new possibilities. The electronic movie can make. Many
of mediation in our interpretion of
media’s
media's capability to open up worlds beyond memories of vivid cinematic images which point to the story, through foreknowledge as source
see. Thus a young person would
we
what
in
forth
the
back
and
time,
jumps
movie
The
on
have
made
lasting
us.
impressions
the boundaries of our local environment
approach the cinema in a frame
devel very likely approach_the
gives us an unparalleled means of extending more successful the movie, the deeper the through views of separate but parallel develpri of mind quite distinct from that of a middleour cultural horizons; at the same time, this impressions it leaves, whether we want them opments of events, as well as viewing of pri"brainwashing" and or not. Such impressions do not seem to be vate actions and situations which we are not aged professor whose existential horizons are
power is also a force for “brainwashing”
under- privy to in the normal course of everyday pretty much settled. For the young person,
social conditioning to an extent and
ana on a much affected by sophistication in under
encoun standing film techniques because they speak life: the intimate conversations and behavior much of life remains in a prospective future
scale beyond anything we have yet encounexpeof couples, the furtive moves laden with dreams; youth comes to the expe
tered. The cinema's
cinema’s power to shape and
with
open
attitude
an
cinema
the
of
—
thief,
riences
the
chief,
or
murderer
a
of
transform
social consciousness
consciousness
—
transform social
chat the movie has to
secret
secret· negotiations of bankers to the full possibilities that
has led some countries to ban or
or lawyers, the private bargains offer. In the long run, the difference
the
showing
of
restrict
of those in power and other between fantasy and reality, based on the
Hollywood movies in order to
secrets. Such eavesdrop- distinctions between factual and non-factual
dark
protect their indigenous cultur
culturW hat
and ring-side participaparticipa material, is not terribly significant. What
pings
al values. Given such a doubletions speak to our need to be matters and what leaves their mark are the
edged sword, any responsible
relalet into the inner circle of life attitudes, perspectives and human rela
approach to the use of this
knowledge, to fill in those tions conveyed through cinema. Over time,
medium is going to require a
movie experi
experito our other
other- exposure to the same sorts of movie
missing pieces co
difficult balancing act rather
•
7
•
»
wise incomplete picture of the ences subtly molds our expectations of life,
than a sweeping principle.
W hile satisfying our as social conditioning becomes the basis of
world. While
necesTo begin with, it is neces
desire
a sense of resolution education and knowledge.
for
sary to have a better under__
The question then
becomes: how good,
then'becomes:
and a transcendent point of
standing of the specific effects
comparatively,
is
the
medium as a form
film
view,
the
cinema’s
open
'inside’
'inside'
to
invitation
cinema's
lie
that the cinema on our consciousness. Dr. to elements in our consciousness which
revelations seems to break down for a while of education on the vital issues of our lives?
Romanowski pointed out that movies do deeper than appreciation of artistry.
imme
Beyond their sensory impact, movies our sense of inner isolation and the social Since movies present issues through immenot enter our consciousness directly but are
“hot’ communicacommunica
communi- diate sensory impact (a "hot"
mediated experiences such that different speak to our deep psychological needs barriers which keep us from true communi
“impressionistic” trac
tracrevela tion) and through an "impressionistic"
people react differently to what goes on. He through stories. Our hunger for stories ty. As we watch a movie together, its revelathey
unsaid.
We
lot
a
leave
causality,
of
ing
our
tions
become
the
basis
of
momentary
went on to suggest that this mediation reaches beyond mere entertainment because
must move beyond their easy two-hour-span
self-understand cultural cohesion.
requires the viewers to be educated in film stories are formative in our self-understandBesides privileged viewings, movies resolutions of issues to some hard work of
undertechniques and how they convey content ing as individuals and our collective under
and perspectives. I find the notion of'
o f ' medimedi standing of the human race. The life each of grant us visual perspectives unavailable in our own. For those young people who have
camera’s supersuper spent their most formative years being fed
ini normal life. Through the camera's
miniation’ to be a significant key for assessing the us experiences unfolds as a series of m
ation'
double-edged nature of the cinema and have stories layered within the stories of our human lens, we can see cars or buildings by television and Hollywood films, the way
xp]
in slow motion, frame-by-frame; we to deeper self knowledge and a more mature
with- explode
explo ancestors, which are in turn sub-plots with
chosen to use it for the following exploin the great cosmic story of our human race. follow exciting chase sequences taking place intellect may lie in detaching themselves
ration of the issues.
interwov- in mid-air or zoom in on otherwise invisible from those packaged silver-screen visions in
Let’s consider some of the ways in And at every level of this complex interwov
Let's
fray
which the cinema is a mediatory form of en mega-story, we find many hidden and or hidden details: a small leak, a rope fraymicro
“Cinema” on Page 11
Please see "Cinema"
experiencing the world. One of the main missing parts, including those of our own ing, a tiny crawling venomous spider, microforms of scopic biological processes and other
goals of the cinema is to draw us into a fully roles in it. It can be said that all for~s
B
y LING-MEI
L in g - M ei PETCHER
P etch er
BY
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“Finding an adequate approach to
'rinding
o f the cinema is going to call
our use of
fo
o f mediation
forr inner resources of
more powerful than an education in
cinematic devices. "
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id
Brock
solid
Brock sol
finee school president,
We should celebrate Frank Brock as a fin
but also as a man dedicated to Christ
We're accustomed to seeing him in sharp suits and ties,
Bagpipe’s front page provides a today. We’re
The lead article on the Bagpipe's
carcouldn’t we all picture him in a flannel shirt and boots, car
description of President Frank Brock's
Brock’s remarkable tenure at but couldn't
Covenant College. We are careful to note how he has increased rying a hammer or a saw?
3) He's
He’s raised godly kids. All three of his children-Peggy,
the size of the school and bettered its academic reputation.
Krue, and Marshall-have remained
Apparently he has been one of the
with their families on the mountain
ablest administrators the college has
and are active in the community. Krue
B
a g p ip e E
d it o r ia l
EDITORIAL
BAGPIPE
seen.
informally mentors a
But there are a
number of students
few other characteris
characterisand
occasionally
Brock’s
tics of Mr. Brock's
teaches
classes at
that
presidency
Covenant.
Peg and
College
Covenant
her husband Paul
would also do well to
Rustand host a
remember.
weekly
pasta dinner
1) He cares
for
and
friends
about the students.
passersby. Marshall
Most of us can recall
helped
establish
at least one or two
Clumpies Ice Cream
Cream
when
Fridays
and plays intramural
President
Brock
soccer with
with the
resi
strolled onto our resiGhetto.
dence halls with no
commit
He's commit4) He’s
agenmore particular agen
ted
to
following
studa than to talk to stu
It's easy to
Jesus. It’s
dents. Those fortufortu
think that only a
nate enough to be in
few-missionaries, or
one of his rhetoric
ministers, for examclasses know that he
ple-really give up
takes a very personal
everything
for
stu
interest in his stuChrist.
President
President
dents, read
in g their
th eir
reading
Brock is a reminder
assignments carefully
that
sacrifice and
and offering his own
comself-denial are com
wise counsel for their
·mands
mands for all who
Last
questions.
claim to be Christ’s
Christ's
semester he spent a
Since Frank Brock arrived at Covenant in 1986, he has taken time disciples, and must
week with students in
photo.}
busibe obeyed in busi
to interact one-on-one with students. (Tartan photo.)
Honduras. He and his to
or
academia
as
ness
wife Dottie annually
host the graduating seniors for dinner, as well as the incoming much as anywhere else.
Our president has been much more than a figurehead, one
cadre of resident assistants. He is undoubtedly one of the most
whose
name appears on the website but never shows his face on
approachable college presidents in the country (hint: use the
campus. He is not only an effective leader for the college, but
next year to discover this for yourself).
who's trying to follow Jesus
He’s handy. W
hen a group of students moved into he is also a regular guy-a regular guy who’s
When
2) He's
fifas
a
father,
president.
He has given us fif
college
and
husband,
Alton Park two years ago, they found their house in terrible concon
Let's take advantage of that.
dition. Mr. Brock took time to help install their plumbing. In teen months to bid him farewell. Let’s
addition, he built for himself the desk that stands in his office

“C inema”from
from Page 10
"Cinema"
order to set their own imagination free. A surfeit of visual and
technological marvels can numb our senses and hurt our ability
to respond to the much more varied and nuanced world of
God’s creation. It is a freer person whose imagination can soar
God's
in the quiet contemplation of everyday realities. The main issue
in the end is not whether one should or should not see movies;
cul
it is about finding the inner resources to handle whatever cultural media we have to deal with. In an age when most youths
are already overexposed to the film medium, a college education
has to work extra hard to nurture and build up other foundafounda
tions of spiritual and intellectual mediations necessary for our
cultural roles in the world.
cine
So it can be argued that a better way to approach the cinema responsibly is not necessarily to watch more films, but to
read more books, study more history, become more astute philophilo
sophically, expose oneself to other forms of imaginative works
and creative endeavours, and deepen one's
ones relationship with
cours
God. And this is none other than the purpose of college coursWest',
es such as 'Cultural
' Cultural Heritage of
o f the W
est, 'The
The Christian

M ind’ and all the rest of the academic curriculum which are
Mind'
medidesigned to give exposure to the whole gamut of cultural medi
ations that shape our consciousness. In short, while it might
which
seem a paradox, the traditional academic disciplines which
involve slow mental processing and contemplative self-reflection
may just be the sort of mental stretching needed as preparation
for a more alert encounter with the cinema.
In the end, the challenge of the cinema (and other forms of
electronic media) lies in the quality of heart and mind we bring
to it. Attention to the modes of cinematic expression is just one
key to the interpretation of movies; it takes a deeper knowledge
and understanding of all our underlying cultural motivations
movieand their expressions to appreciate what drives the art of movie
ana the phenomena of movie-watching. In the search
making and
for some over-arching principle to approach the cinema, there is
no short cut to digging a deep foundation of attentive study to
Scripture, to history, psychology and philosophy, science, art
and literature, and of genuine engagements with the problems
of real life in our families, our communities and the wider
world. If the cinema offers a unique way of seeing life, we must
bring all of life with us in assessing it.
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“In everything set them an example by doing
"In
what is good. I'n
In your teaching show integrity,
seriousness and soundness of speech that cannot
be condemned, so that those who oppose you
may be ashamed because they have nothing bad
us. "
to say about us.”
- Titus 2:7-8
The Bagpipe is the official student newspaper of
Covenant College. It has been written, edited
and funded completely by students since 1960,
and is designed as an ongoing, practical learning
experience for its staff.
writIt is the staff’s
staff's goal that the Bagpipe be well writ
ten and fair, thoughtful and imaginative - an
tha,t
excellent source of information. We hope that
such journalism
journalism will spur students to Christ-like
thought
though~ and action. Finally, we hope this paper
world",
w
ill be a “window
o rld”, allowing
"window to the w
will
Covenant students, faculty and administration to
take a closer look at creation - and at our own
backyard.

The Bagpipe welcomes all sorts of assistance in
letour efforts through articles, guest columns or let
ters to the editors. Letters to the editors must be
signed. Letters and articles should be submitted
to Box 287 or mesh@covenant.edu
mesh@covenant.edu one week
prior to each publication date. The editors
clarireserve the right to edit all submissions for clari
ty, style and space.
The Bagpipe
c/o Covenant College
14049 Scenic Highway
Lookout Mountain, Georgia 30750
30750
(706) 820-1560 ext. 1602
1602
Fax: (706) 820-2165
820-2165
mesh@covenant.edu
mesh@covcnant.edu

•
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B ro ck R etires

gentleman
“[He is] a fin
an and
a n d perhaps
finee Christian gentlem
"[He
w ill show
a state~man.
statesman. "n
show)) a
(history will
Dr. Robert Bryan, associate professor of
information and computer science

“He was a leader in the ideas and
"He
formed a new core
concepts that f-0rmed
curriculum. Who can forget how he
stretched faculty thinking in the
multiculturalism, reminding
area of multiculturalism,
us of changing demographics in our
country and insisting that we not
remain too insular in our thinking?
He was always straightforward with
encouragementt when it was needed
encouragemen
admonishmentt when it was
and admonishmen
needed."
needed.”
Gary Huisman, Librarian

“I believe the greatest strength
"I
he has brought to the college is
a certain kind of
o f atmosphere.
This is an atmosphere of
o f openopen _
Tliis
ness and honesty. He has been
a very good boss to work
w ork for.
willill
He has shown that he was w
ing to learn from others and not
that he always had all the
,,
answers.”
answers.

“Frank was always straightforward
"Frank
in his relational style and has always
loved our school. He was here for
what he could do for the college,
not for what the college could do
for him. It will not be easy to find
someone with those qualities and
someone.
perhaps impossible."
impossible.”
Dr. David Hoover, associate professor of
business administration

Dr. Dan MacDougall, associate
o f Biblical studies
professor of

“Frank Brock inherited a college
"Frank
with a shaky and tentative hold on
life and helped it gain a firm grip.
In 1987 Covenant seemed like a
premature infant in intensive care;
today it's a fa
fatt and thriving
toddler. "” .
Dr. Cliff Foreman, professor of English

A
A working president: Brock awards a diploma to a
graduating student in 1998 (above), roots as the
Scots take on Wheaton College in basketball last
fall (right), and speaks at the dedication of the
Probasco Alumni Visitor Center (below).
C ovenant publications dept.)
(All photos courtesy ooff Covenant

“W hen Frank took over the school, it looked like
"When
what it was —
- an old hotel complex. No one can
now deny that our school looks like a college. This
look, and the wherewithall
wherewithal! to accomplish it, have
conneccome because o
Frank’s determination and connec
off Frank's
tions and vision ... The college will miss his intensity as ,
be."'
it relates to ‘making
'making Covenant the best that it could be.
Dr. John McMillian, director o
off the Quest program

“I v e been here since 1977,
1977> aand
n d Frank Brock
'1've
would
is the only presiden
v e known who w
ou ld _
presidentt II've
with
com
n to the basem
ent to sit down
dow n w
ith
basement
down
comee dow
lu m b er aand
n d electrician
electrician to talk about the
the pplumber
world
m
orld here. "”
intenance w
m·aaintenance
Bill Higgins, College Electrician
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